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The class have had a very busy time since the Easter holidays and we 
have already covered a great deal in our new IDEA.  Our new IDEA is 
Water and the Water Cycle and we have been researching the parts 
of the water cycle and carrying out experiments to investigate 
condensation and evaporation.  We have even managed to make it rain 
in the class by creating our own mini water cycle.  Over the next few 
weeks we will be conducting various experiments and collecting data 
about our own water usage.   

In Maths and Numeracy the class are learning about money.  So far 
we have been learning about giving change from £1, £5, £10 and even 
£20.  The class have learned how to convert £’s into pence and vice 
versa.  In the coming weeks we will be moving on to addition and 
subtraction with money.  When you are out and about in the shops quiz 
your child about prices and change.   Good online games can be found 
at http://www.familylearning.org.uk/money_games.html to support 
your child. 

In Literacy we are continuing to focus on spelling and grammar.  As 
well as Monday’s spelling session our weekly spelling pattern will be 
reinforced across the week in other areas of the curriculum and 
during handwriting lessons.  In writing we are learning to write a 
science report to support our learning in IDEA.  The class started 
with a template and are now developing their own reports to explain 
the different experiments they have been conducting. 

In Health and Wellbeing the class will have a weekly fitness session 
with Mrs McMath and I will be teaching Netball in our PE class.  We 
have already had a couple of lessons and the children have now got to 
grips with the rules and the positions.   Mr McCann is teaching 
athletics to the class this term.  We also have Rugby taster sessions 
starting next week followed by a festival in June. 

Please feel free to get in touch with myself if you have any concerns or require further 
information. 
Kind Regards,  Mrs Shona Walker 

In Expressive Arts we are learning Scottish Country Dancing.  So far 
we have covered the Prince of Orange and are about to begin the 
Haymaker.  We also have a packed drama programme this term where 
the children will have the opportunity to work with scripts and create 
their own. 
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